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January 2022 

 
Position paper 
 
 

It is time to propose a framework directive on minimum income 
systems in the European Union 

 
 
Minimum income is a last safety net for people without any other source of income or whose wages 
or benefits are not sufficient to ensure a dignified life. EU Member States have such an instrument, 
whereby people are conditionally entitled to a minimum income, calculated on basis of their income 
situation, family composition and other criteria. Unfortunately, minimum income schemes in many 
EU Member States are inadequate for ensuring a dignified life. Common standards are essential for 
upward social convergence and an EU framework directive on minimum income systems is the best 
way to guarantee this.  
 
Caritas Europa calls for such a directive that sets criteria derived from Caritas member organisations’ 
daily experiences with people experiencing poverty and based on our analyses of the realities on the 
ground to guarantee a decent living for all. Caritas Europa and its member organisations aim to 
explain in this position paper why such a framework is necessary for the EU Member States, what 
standards such a framework should set, and why all Member States and people in need will benefit 
from such a legally binding framework directive. 
 
Background 
 
The European Pillar of Social Rights (EPSR), proclaimed in November 2017, includes the principle 
that Everyone lacking sufficient resources has the right to adequate minimum income benefits ensuring a life in dignity 
at all stages of life, and effective access to enabling goods and services. For those who can work, minimum income 
benefits should be combined with incentives to (re)integrate into the labour market. The European Committee of 
Social Rights in its interpretation of article 13 of the Revised European Social Charter states that 
Article 13§1 provides for the right to benefits, for which individual need is the main criterion for eligibility and which 
are payable to any person on the sole ground that he or she is in need.  
 
A minimum income provision is a basic right and an essential building block in the third pillar - 
social protection – of the Caritas Social Model. According to this model, rooted in a human rights-
based approach, minimum income schemes are a last safety net when people are temporarily unable 
to generate an income from their economic activity or their benefits to which they are entitled. 
Minimum income must be considered a basic solution for people experiencing poverty to live 
decently while finding ways to escape from that situation, in combination with enabling services that 
support people to increase their participation in society and their opportunities on the labour market.  
 
The ongoing Covid-19 pandemic is having a strong effect on everyone in Europe and globally, but it 
is especially affecting the most vulnerable in our societies. People experiencing poverty are enduring 
exceptional hardship during the pandemic. People, employed under already precarious conditions 
often have no other choice but to continue their work, now with the additional threat of the virus, or 
of becoming unemployed due to the overall worsening economic situation.  
 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/economy-works-people/jobs-growth-and-investment/european-pillar-social-rights/european-pillar-social-rights-20-principles_en
https://www.caritas.eu/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/ESM-brochure_EN_update-2020-LR.pdf
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But those without employment are also experiencing exceptional struggles in their daily lives, 
whether it is the unavailability of essential services, such as housing solutions for homeless people or 
increasing physical and emotional stress. Functioning, poverty-proof minimum income provisions 
can help people handle and live through this time more easily. 
 
Despite this, analyses made by Caritas organisations of their countries’ minimum income systems1 as 
well as the findings of the Caritas CARES! Report 2019, show that not all European countries have a 
minimum income provision and that some of the existing ones are inadequate. It is crucial to 
improve this situation in order to ensure a dignified life to all. It is essential to set European 
standards for minimum income systems to achieve upward social convergence across the European 
Union (EU). This would be possible with the adoption of a legally binding framework. 
Unfortunately, the EPSR Action Plan, announced in March 2021, does not include a proposal for a 
framework directive.  
 
For these reasons, Caritas Europa urgently calls on the Council to invite the European 
Commission to propose a framework directive on minimum income systems. 
 
Introduction 
 
Benefits and services that together constitute minimum income schemes can be defined as ‘income 
support schemes, which provide a safety net for people, whether in or out of work, and who have 
insufficient means of financial support, and who are not eligible for insurance-based social benefits 
or whose entitlements to these have expired. They are last resort schemes, which are intended to 
ensure a minimum standard of living for the concerned individuals and their dependents’.2 
 
The necessity of poverty proof minimum income schemes throughout the EU and all over Europe is 
not only manifested in the EPSR and the European Social Charter,3 but can also be derived from the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) themselves.4 And last but not least, Nicolas Schmit, 
Commissioner for Jobs and Social Rights (2019-2024) said in his hearing before the European 
Parliament that ‘[...] there is [...] common interest in having a guarantee for every European citizen to 
be able to live decently, even if this person cannot be tomorrow on the labour market and [...] make 
a living of his or her own, and therefore we have to look after some kind of criteria, of benchmarks, 
to permit people to live decently. [...]it has to take into account the overall living standard and the 
situation, the economic, financial, budgetary situation, but it has also to guarantee to each European 
citizen, wherever he or she lives, a decent living.’5 It is time to deliver on this commitment.  

 
1 See e.g. Caritas Italy report on minimum income/Reddito di Cittadinanza 
http://s2ew.caritasitaliana.it/materiali/Pubblicazioni/Monitoraggio_RDC/RAPPORTO_CARITAS_RDC2021.pdf; Caritas Spain 
report on the impact of the Covid crisis https://www.caritas.es/producto/tsunamimarfondo/; or Secours Catholique - Caritas France: 
Sans Contreparties - pour un Revenu Minimum Garanti : https://www.secours-
catholique.org/sites/scinternet/files/publications/rapport_revenusans_contreparties.pdf  
2 See paper by the European Minimum Income Network (EMIN) “A renewed EU roadmap for progressive realisation of adequate, 
accessible and enabling Minimum Income Schemes in Europe”, November 2017. 
3 Article 12 of the revised European Social Charter: With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of the right to social security, the Parties undertake: 
to establish or maintain a system of social security; to maintain the social security system at a satisfactory level at least equal to that necessary for the 
ratification of the European Code of Social Security; to endeavour to raise progressively the system of social security to a higher level; to take steps, by the 
conclusion of appropriate bilateral and multilateral agreements or by other means, and subject to the conditions laid down in such agreements, in order to 
ensure: a. equal treatment with their own nationals of the nationals of other Parties in respect of social security rights, including the retention of benefits arising 
out of social security legislation, whatever movements the persons protected may undertake between the territories of the Parties; b. the granting, maintenance 
and resumption of social security rights by such means as the accumulation of insurance or employment periods completed under the legislation of each of the 
Parties. 
4 E.g. SDG 1 – No poverty, Target 1.3: Implement nationally appropriate social protection systems and measures for all, including floors, and by 2030 
achieve substantial coverage of the poor and the vulnerable. 
5 Nicolas Schmit, hearing 01.10.19, European Parliament. https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/webstreaming/hearing-of-nicolas-
schmit-commissioner-designate-jobs_20190930-0900-SPECIAL-HEARING-2Q2.  

https://www.caritas.eu/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Caritas_Cares_Europe_FINAL_Singles_light.pdf
https://op.europa.eu/webpub/empl/european-pillar-of-social-rights/en/
http://s2ew.caritasitaliana.it/materiali/Pubblicazioni/Monitoraggio_RDC/RAPPORTO_CARITAS_RDC2021.pdf
https://www.caritas.es/producto/tsunamimarfondo/
https://www.secours-catholique.org/sites/scinternet/files/publications/rapport_revenusans_contreparties.pdf
https://www.secours-catholique.org/sites/scinternet/files/publications/rapport_revenusans_contreparties.pdf
https://eminnetwork.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/emin2-revised-road-map-for-mis-2017-final1.pdf
https://eminnetwork.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/emin2-revised-road-map-for-mis-2017-final1.pdf
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/webstreaming/hearing-of-nicolas-schmit-commissioner-designate-jobs_20190930-0900-SPECIAL-HEARING-2Q2
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/webstreaming/hearing-of-nicolas-schmit-commissioner-designate-jobs_20190930-0900-SPECIAL-HEARING-2Q2
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The following principles convey Caritas Europa’s position on an EU framework for minimum 
income schemes. 
 
Ten principles 

 
1. LEGALLY BINDING: an EU framework for minimum income schemes must be 

legally binding 
 
Past European initiatives to support the establishment of minimum income schemes or already 
existing ones include (among others): 

- The Revised European Social Charter, and in particular article 13;6 

- The Council Recommendation of 24 June 1992 on common criteria concerning sufficient 
resources and social assistance in social protection systems; 

- Commission Recommendation of 3 October 2008 on the active inclusion of people excluded 
from the labour market; 

- Council Conclusions of 9 October 2020 on Strengthening Minimum Income Protection to 
Combat Poverty and Social Exclusion in the COVID-19 Pandemic and Beyond. 

 
However, none of these instruments are legally binding for the EU Member States and unfortunately 
have had little to no effect in improving minimum income schemes throughout the EU. If Member 
States are not obliged to transpose into national legislation and implement certain measures, any 
emerging framework will only be taken into account by few Member States, if by any. An EU 
framework should therefore be legally binding and be implemented as an EU directive on basis of 
Art. 151 and Art. 153 TFEU, to ensure Member States’ accountability to people experiencing or who 
are at risk of extreme poverty. 
 

2. SUBSIDIARITY: an EU framework for minimum income schemes respects the 
principle of subsidiarity and thus the distinctiveness of different social models 
throughout the Union 

 
An EU framework for minimum income schemes must involve general provisions that allow 
Member States to implement rules that fit their respective social security systems and improve them 
where necessary, especially in terms of adequacy, accessibility, availability, effectiveness and 
affordability. Such a framework does not aim to change the nature or way of how minimum income 
schemes function in the EU Member States and cannot contain a ‘one size fits all’ approach.  
 

3. UPWARD CONVERGENCE: an EU framework for minimum income schemes must 
acknowledge the different social models and levels of development 

 
In order to effectively contribute to upward convergence in the EU, a framework for minimum 
income schemes must be flexible: while some provisions in such a framework must be binding from 
the beginning and be addressed to all EU Member States, other provisions may only apply to 
individual Member States. A framework designed in such a way follows the rationale of the legal 
instrument of directives and permits adequate consideration of the different types of minimum 
income schemes throughout the EU, allowing to consider significant regional differences within 
Member States.  

 
6 The European Committee of Social Rights in its interpretation of the article says that ‘Article 13§1 provides for the right to benefits, for 
which individual need is the main criterion for eligibility and which are payable to any person on the sole ground that he or she is in need’. 
https://rm.coe.int/digest-2018-parts-i-ii-iii-iv-en/1680939f80.  

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/ALL/?uri=celex%3A12012E%2FTXT
https://rm.coe.int/digest-2018-parts-i-ii-iii-iv-en/1680939f80
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Italy: in its report on minimum income,7 Caritas Italy mentions regional differences in living costs. 
This could justify differences of the level of minimum income, corresponding to the regional average 
living cost. 
 

 
4. COMPLEMENTARITY: an EU framework for minimum income schemes should be 

complementary to minimum income provisions and the provision of services 
 
While monetary benefits play a crucial role in social protection systems all over the EU, a framework 
for minimum income schemes should be complementary to the provision of social services such as 
health care services, social housing or childcare services, with the purpose of protecting human 
dignity and ensuring access to social rights, as part of a comprehensive strategy to fight poverty. In 
this sense, Member States should invest in enhancing coordination of the network actors to prevent 
as much as possible that people end up in a minimum income scheme, since it should be considered 
a last safety net. 
 
This principle of complementarity is also reflected in the EC Recommendation Investing in children: 
breaking the cycle of disadvantage (2013).8 The Recommendation calls for integrated strategies, 
based on three pillars: access to adequate resources, including cash income support schemes 
complemented with in-kind benefits related in particular to nutrition, childcare, education, health, 
housing, transport and access to sports or socio-cultural activities. The Recommendation is now 
being put into practice through the creation of the EU Child Guarantee,9  which guarantees access to 
key services for all children experiencing poverty. 
 

The Housing First10 concept is a successful example of the need for complementarity of minimum 
income provisions and the provision of services. By offering permanent housing as quickly as 
possible to homeless people, and other supportive services afterward, it effectively eradicates 
homelessness and helps people in their process of social (re-)integration. 

 
5. INCLUSIVE: an EU framework for minimum income schemes must promote an 

inclusive principle  
 
In many EU Member States, minorities are among the people who are most affected by poverty and 
social exclusion. An EU framework for minimum income schemes should foster social protection 
for all, including migrants, refugees, or ethnic and religious minorities. Inclusive measures to address 
specific needs of certain target groups is necessary, as Caritas’ experience shows. 
 

Italy: research11 by Caritas Italy shows that families of foreign nationality compose a category of 
absolute poor, who are at high risk of exclusion from measures, and who undoubtedly have faced 
more difficulty in complying with the strict residency requirement (for at least 10 years in Italy, the 
last two of which continuously) established by the minimum income system. 

 
7 The fight against poverty: learn from experience, improve responses - a plural monitoring of the citizenship income 
http://s2ew.caritasitaliana.it/materiali/Pubblicazioni/Monitoraggio_RDC/RAPPORTO_CARITAS_RDC2021.pdf   
8 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32013H0112&from=EN  
9 https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=1428&furtherNews=yes&newsId=10024  
10 Housing First is designed for people who need significant levels of help to enable them to leave homelessness. Housing First uses 
housing as a starting point rather than an end goal, and the model has proven very successful in ending homelessness among people with 
high support needs. 
11 The fight against poverty: learn from experience, improve responses - a plural monitoring of the citizenship income 
http://s2ew.caritasitaliana.it/materiali/Pubblicazioni/Monitoraggio_RDC/RAPPORTO_CARITAS_RDC2021.pdf   

http://s2ew.caritasitaliana.it/materiali/Pubblicazioni/Monitoraggio_RDC/RAPPORTO_CARITAS_RDC2021.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32013H0112&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=1428&furtherNews=yes&newsId=10024
http://s2ew.caritasitaliana.it/materiali/Pubblicazioni/Monitoraggio_RDC/RAPPORTO_CARITAS_RDC2021.pdf
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Czechia: Caritas Czech Republic’s poverty report12 illustrates how early childhood education and 
care is inadequate for children from disadvantaged backgrounds, in particular among Roma families. 

 
6. CRITERIA: an EU framework for minimum income schemes must contain at least 

three main criteria: Eligibility, Adequacy, and Enabling. 
 

a. Eligibility: every resident who cannot rely on (sufficient) other sources of income (e.g. wage, 
unemployment benefits, pensions…) should be covered, should be informed about her/his 
rights and should have access to social services supporting her/him in the application 
process; the application process should be as simple as possible. 

 

France: young people under the age of 25 and people with less than five years of regular residence 
in the country cannot generally apply for the minimum income, according to research by Secours 
Catholique - Caritas France on non-take up by eligible persons.13 

 

Italy: people with fewer than ten years of regular residence in the country cannot apply for the 
minimum income, according to research14 by Caritas Italy, which shows that 44% of the absolute 
poor families receive the minimum income (known as Reddito di Cittadinanza - RdC15), and 
households experiencing poverty constitute 64% of the earners of the minimum income. In 
summary, the RdC reaches only a part of the absolute poor.  

 

Spain: young people under the age of 21 are not eligible for minimum income. Moreover, research 
by Caritas Spain measures the non-take up of the Minimum Vital Income (IMV, as per the Spanish 
acronym), which should guarantee a minimum level of income to those in a situation of vulnerability. 
The operational difficulty of implementing the IMV has limited access to many households and the 
current coverage is not as sufficiently broad as was expected at the outset. The administrative 
obstacles associated with the institutional capacity to manage it, or the bureaucratic burdens faced by 
citizens in applying for it, have been a further barrier. More than half of the eligible population, i.e. 
households in severe poverty with incomes below 40% of the median, have not received information 
and for 10.7% the received information was not enough to be able to apply. In sum, only a quarter 
of these households have received correct and sufficient information to initiate the application 
process. 

 
b. Adequacy: a minimum income should ensure basic decent living. The methodology of 

reference budgets can be useful to establish the minimum level of necessary income. This 
also includes the concept of a complementary minimum income to increase overall income. 

 

Spain: as in most EU Member States, the national minimum income does not lift people above the 
poverty line. However, this is complemented by regional minimum income provisions and a 
supplement is also available for families with minor children.  
 

 

 
12 https://www.caritas.eu/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Caritas-Cares-Report-Czech-Republic_singles_light.pdf  
13 https://www.secours-catholique.org/sites/scinternet/files/publications/rap-nonrecours_-_def.pdf 
14 The fight against poverty: learn from experience, improve responses - a plural monitoring of the citizenship income 
http://s2ew.caritasitaliana.it/materiali/Pubblicazioni/Monitoraggio_RDC/RAPPORTO_CARITAS_RDC2021.pdf   
15 https://www.redditodicittadinanza.gov.it/  

https://www.caritas.eu/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Caritas-Cares-Report-Czech-Republic_singles_light.pdf
https://www.secours-catholique.org/sites/scinternet/files/publications/rap-nonrecours_-_def.pdf
http://s2ew.caritasitaliana.it/materiali/Pubblicazioni/Monitoraggio_RDC/RAPPORTO_CARITAS_RDC2021.pdf
https://www.redditodicittadinanza.gov.it/
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Malta: Caritas Malta calculated a minimum essential budget16 for a decent living for three types of 
families. It shows that the current minimum income level is insufficient to guarantee a dignified life 
and to participate in society.  

 

Italy: Caritas Italy’s research finds that half of the households in absolute poverty and those 
benefiting from the minimum income or RdC count at least one household member in employment. 

 
c. Enabling: a minimum income system should enable people to fully participate in society, 

regardless of their ability to work, and to leave the minimum income system as soon as 
possible.  

 

Italy: Caritas Italy’s research notes the subdivision of the rights holders into two categories (social 
inclusion and labour market inclusion) is neither efficient nor effective. It often revolves around 
people without having had any employment relationship in the last two years, therefore who are very 
distant to and/or are on the margins of the labour market. They tend to be discouraged, 
unmotivated, without social networks, and lacking the financial and other resources necessary to 
procure a job. 
 

 
7. CONDITIONS: an EU framework for minimum income schemes must ensure that 

certain benefits and services are unconditional 
 
While it must be acknowledged that minimum income schemes always need to have elements that 
enable beneficiaries to independently support themselves and their families again, e.g. through 
measures of reintegration into the labour market, benefits and services indispensable to live a 
dignified life must be accessible, granted unconditionally and without any obligations to those in 
need.  
 
This principle is also reflected in the European Child Guarantee, which guarantees access of children 
in need – persons under the age of 18 who are at risk of poverty or social exclusion – to early 
childhood education and care, education, healthcare, nutrition and housing. 
 

Finland: health care is expensive for low-income families, consisting of slightly under 4% of 
households, or around 102,000 households, and who have had catastrophic health cost expenditures, 
i.e. very high expenditure relative to solvent capacity. Based on the indicators used by the WHO, 
3.3%, or around 89,000 Finns, became poorer or at risk of poverty due to health expenditure in 
2016.17 This number is expected to have increased due to the impact of COVID-19.  

 

Spain: In Spain, the application process is preferably online, which constitutes a huge barrier for 
people in situations of vulnerability who do not have the means or capacities to apply online. 
Moreover, Caritas Spain reports that 48.9% of households in severe poverty received a negative 
decision regarding their application for minimum income. In most cases it is unclear why the 
application was rejected, and people do not know what to do in order to apply again successfully.  

 

 
16 https://www.caritasmalta.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Caritas-MEBDL.pdf  
17 https://www.julkari.fi/handle/10024/143240 
 

https://www.caritasmalta.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Caritas-MEBDL.pdf
https://www.julkari.fi/handle/10024/143240
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8. PARTICIPATION: an EU framework for minimum income schemes should 
implement clauses that support the cooperation with civil society groups and 
organisations in EU Member States 

 
It is often not the state and its public authorities that have the most expertise and knowledge when it 
comes to needs and requirements of those struck by poverty and social exclusion, but the many civil 
society groups that work in the field and ensure access to those in need of respective benefits and 
services. This expertise and commitment has to be honoured and transferred throughout all EU 
Member States. This does not mean that Member States can be released from their obligations but 
rather that a collaborative partnership between public authorities and civil society organisations 
should be established and/or fostered in planning, developing, implementing, monitoring and 
evaluating minimum income schemes. 
 
The process of designing the National Action Plans for the implementation of the EU Child 
Guarantee is a unique opportunity for the Member States to consult with civil society to ensure that 
the National Action Plan effectively addresses child poverty. The National Actions Plans should also 
include a clause that foresees regularly structured consultation with civil society organisations to 
monitor the implementation of the plan. 
 

Spain: The Spanish law on minimum income foresees an advisory council with social organisations 
to monitor and evaluate the minimum income system. 

 
9. IMPACT ASSESSMENT: in order to assess the impact of minimum income schemes 

throughout the EU on the reduction of poverty and social exclusion, standardised and 
common benchmarks need to be used 

 
An EU framework for minimum income schemes should support the already existing minimum 
income schemes in the EU Member States. In order to do so, the advantages and disadvantages of 
each Member State’s social protection system need to be sufficiently identified and compared.18 This 
can only be accomplished through standardised and common benchmarks. Caritas Europa believes 
that the so called ‘Social Scoreboard’ that was introduced by the EU Commission in 2018 can 
function as such a tool.19 
 

10. MONITORING AND EVALUATION: an EU framework for minimum income 
schemes must be assessed and revised with time 

 
As individual Member States’ minimum income schemes may develop over a certain timespan and 
thus may need improvements in areas that were not foreseen before, an EU framework that aims to 
constantly improve the effectiveness of Member States’ social security systems in reducing poverty 
and social exclusion must be revised and – if need be – updated.  
 

Spain: the Spanish law provides that the minimum income provisions will be evaluated annually by 
the Independent Authority for Fiscal Responsibility. 

 
 

 
18 Social Protection according to the ILO, 2012, is defined as “General term covering all guarantees against reduction or loss of 
income in cases of illness, old age, unemployment or other hardship, and including family and ethnic solidarity, collective or individual 
savings, private insurance, social insurance, mutual benefit societies, social security, etc.”: http://ilo.multites.net/defaulten.asp  
19 Find more information on the Social Scoreboard here: 
https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=1196&newsId=9163&furtherNews=yes     

http://ilo.multites.net/defaulten.asp
https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=1196&newsId=9163&furtherNews=yes
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With these recommendations, Caritas Europa hopes to contribute to the development of a 
European framework for adequate national minimum income systems that effectively contribute to 
achieving the poverty reduction target of the EU Action Plan for the implementation of the 
European Pillar of Social Rights.  


